
     
   

 
 
 

    
 

 

Before everything, there is the Music of the Fathers, 
instrumentalists and gnawa percussions set, a way to learn 
music and learn how to walk at the same time. Abdul can 
sing, play since his very young age, sharing his life between 
school and music on the road.  
 
Born in the small village of Boudnib in Marocco, in the ksar souk 
of Er Rachidia, Abou Ben Salem (aka Abdul) learns from 
marocan gnawa tribes of Merzouga but also from Algerian and 
Mauritanian tribes. During several years, Abou traveled the 
region in all kind of venues with his band Babeloued Sound. 
This rhythmic trafficker meets one by one the different members 
of his (future) Gang, serious players of instruments and music 
activists coming from various fields : Breton Bedouins, radio 
hijackers, sound brigands, the troop federates and use all his 
different abilities, expertise and 'savoir-faire'. Together, they 
create a new sound that borrows from East to Maghreb, chaâbi 
melodies and traditional gnawa rhythms. They confront these 
ancient traditions with the groove and arrangements of funk and 
afrobeat. Their original and unique style calls Gnawa Funk 
emerges from this musical mix, born and elaborated somewhere 
in the suburbs of Paris (France) where the Gang played in a lot of 
venues, bars and clubs.  
 
On stage, you can feel the excitement at the service of the natural charisma of Abou Ben Salem (sing, 
guitar, derbouka). A lead singing embodying generosity as well as sensivity, with an easy and familiar 
contact with the audience. The horns section plays in one and only same breathe, bringing groove in the 
music, in the attitude, making the audience dance and jump with the band. Founded on a strong rhythm 
section, the Gang is also known for his improvisations thanks to the abilities of great jazz-funk musicians. 
The bass-player appears as a free electron whereas the percussionnist can interact anytime with Abdul, 
answering all his musical desires ! Some people may recognize musicians, already playing in experimented 
french bands like Jeff Joseph and Grammacks, Blitz the Ambassador, El Gafla, Balaphonics, Bimbam 
Orchestra or Inti ...  
 
 
 
 

ABDUL & THE GANG « Chibani » 
www.facebook.com/AbdulandTheGang/ 

Youtube channel 
https://twitter.com/bensalemabou 

www.instagram.com/abdul_and_the_gang/ 
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TRACKLISTING 
 

01 - Labesse 
02 - El Cazaoui 

03 - Petit Sahraoui 
04 - Printemps arabe 

05 - Ksar Souk 
06 - Interlude Basidi 

07 - Chibani 
08 - Marlich 
09 - L'Hadra 

10 - Interlude Kibida 
11 - Innocent 

12 - Mama Gnaouia 
13 - Kan Fo Yallé  

 



 
This very first official release from Abdul and The Gang can be seen as a testimony, a 
synthesis of Gnawa culture and funk to push the group to define their own musical 
style. If Afrobeat and Maloya could have been a complementary source of inspiration 
for marocan traditional music in their first self-titled EP, Abou Ben Salem and his gang 
managed to extract the essence of their own musical style in this first album called 
"Chibani" (meaning the old man, the former or the ancestor in marocan language). 
These brand new tracks dig a clear musical furrow, looking directly and more than ever 
to original urban Funk music.  

 
Lyrically speaking, Abou expresses himself in arab language most of the time but knows how to include 
french and english in his lyrics, in order for the listener to understand his strong messages, talking about 
life stories as well as political and engaged themes, including a special mention to the historical turning-
point of what has been called The Arab Spring.  
 
This frist official album is the result of a long writing-process and this physical support becomes a real way 
to present this exclusive music that has been hidden for years, definitely ready now to conquer the world !  

 
 
 
THE GANG  
 
ABOU BEN SALEM aka ABDUL // Lead singer 
JULIEN LÉVY // Keyboards 
THIBAULT GUÉRIAUX // Percussions 
JEAN-BAPTISTE TANDÉ // Guitar 
GUILLAUME GROSSO // Saxophone 
LUDOVIC COLLEU // Drums 
VINCENT TOCHET // Bass 
NICOLAS BONGRAND // Trombone 
KEVIN ROGER // Trumpet 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ABDUL & THE GANG - LIVE !  
All tour-dates : www.facebook.com/AbdulandTheGang/ 
 
 
VIDEO Labesse  
 

 
https://youtu.be/CqADq1DFa-U 

 
 

www.facebook.com/AbdulandTheGang/ - Youtube channel 
twitter.com/bensalemabou - www.instagram.com/abdul_and_the_gang/ 

 
 


